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Following the release of ECB’s Junior Cricket Format Recommendations, the time was right to have a wider 

discussion about the existing junior structure. The current junior leagues have delivered a fantastic and   

dedicated service to junior cricket in Surrey over many years however, each league agreed that the current 

structure would not have been developed as it exists today, but has instead gradually evolved over time. 

But things are about to change for the better. Having received a very generous donation via a legacy left in a   

lifelong supporters’ will, the Surrey Cricket Foundation will spend the gift reorganising Junior Cricket in the   

county. SCF, which already runs the Surrey Invitation League and all club-based girls’ cricket in the county, 

is planning to bring all the junior leagues under a single umbrella for the 2020 season.  

What are the benefits? 

1. Consistency  

A single-system approach means that everything from pitch length to match length will be level across the county, 

whichever field you happen to be playing your cricket in. 

2. Sustainability  

Some of the existing volunteer committees are simply unsustainable. But pooling entry fees from all the leagues will 

create the revenue to employ an overall manager for Surrey junior cricket, freeing up the volunteers to do what they do 

best. 

3. Adaptability 

Cricket is evolving fast, but the cumbersome club voting system doesn’t allow the junior game to keep up. A          

centralised structure and the adoption of new technology will allow the management team to deliver change much 

more effectively for the benefit of everyone. 

4. Opportunity 

The new competition format, supported by the Surrey brand, will attract more than 1,000 entries per year. This   

translates into more than 11,000 youngsters playing the game, which will make it far easier to attract a major sponsor 

and negotiate better deals on balls, equipment and clothing. 

5. Cricketability 

SCF’s guiding principle is ‘more cricket for more children’. In our view, it is simply not cricket for a child learning the 

game to take part but not have the chance to bat or bowl. Beginners will be challenged but within an environment that 

fosters a love for the game, while more advanced players will be offered challenging experiences to supplement and 

enhance the Performance Programme currently operated by Surrey County Cricket Club.  

The new competition structure will enable children to participate in all aspects of the game each and every week to 

ensure the long-term viability of junior competitive cricket in Surrey. This will allow SCF to achieve its ultimate      

objective to grow and develop the game in all its forms, across the county and across the community. 

We are incredibly excited to make this change a reality, none of which would have been possible    

without the legacy donation we received which has enabled us to make all of this happen.  


